Professional Spray Systems From CAT

For All Your Waterborne Needs

H₂O Equipment Guide
Boulder - Colorado - USA
**H2O-CPR**
- Stainless Steel Fluid Passages
- Patented 12 point atomization
- Includes 3 needle & nozzle sizes
- Includes HVLP and pressure reduced air caps
- Available with 3M PPS or aluminum pressure cup system

**H2O-CPR-GRAVITY**
- Stainless Steel Fluid Passages
- Patented 12 point atomization
- Includes 3 needle & nozzle sizes
- Includes HVLP and pressure reduced air caps
- Available with 3M PPS or aluminum gravity cup system
CAT is pleased to announce that our new waterborne equipment is available. We have labeled the equipment for this application so customers will not confuse the solvent based and water based units in their shops. The H2O AAA units help reduce the sheering of materials, eliminating many of the problems associated with spraying waterborne coatings.

H2O AAA Outfits will include the following:

- Pre-atomizing fine finish opti-tip (36-XXX-F)
- 60 Mesh gun handle filter
- 1/2” material pickup tube
- 3/16” fluid hose
- Larger fluid passages

Pump Designation:

- Bobcat Outfits: H2O-OB14-C5-12-XXX
- H2O-OB14-W5-12-XXX
- Cougar Outfits: H2O-OC14-C5-12-XXX
- H2O-OC14-W5-12-XXX

(replace XXX with preferred tip size)

H2O-Air Blast Quick Dryer

H2O Air Blast Quick Dryer: Speeds drying time of waterborne coating while reducing micro bubbles.

- 54-540 Outfit: Includes 2 air blast guns, adjustable stand (height to 84”, width to 34”). Variable air flow control with low CFM consumption (11.5 @ 50 psi) and high CFM output.
- 54-541 Gun Only: Air Blast Guns can be hand held or mounted on stand.
H2O-CPR Outfits

The CPR pressure feed spray gun can be outfitted with any of our stainless steel pressure pots.

- 51-802 - 2.5 Gal
- 51-804 - 2.5 Gal w/ Air Agitation
- 51-852 - 5 Gal
- 51-854 - 5 Gal w/ Air Agitation
- 51-882 - 12.5 Gal
- 51-884 - 12.5 Gal w/ Air Agitation

The CPR gravity spray gun can be ordered with the standard 1QT. 3M PPS disposable cup system.

- H2O-CPR-G
- H2O-CPR-G-PPS

CPR pressure guns can also be fitted with our Bandit Pressure Cups.

- 51-600 2 Qt.
- 51-600A 2 Qt. w/ Air Agitation

Double Diaphragm Pump
Cart Mounted

- 70-1102-5 (5 Gal Siphon)
- 70-1102-55 (55 Gal Siphon)